Abstract-Mobile payment system is defined as an electronic payment method, also it is defined as mobile money transfer and mobile wallet. Since mobile payment has been generated to be an attractive alternative for the traditional payments systems such as credit cards. In this paper Elliptic curve cryptography is used to mobile payment system. Meanwhile, the proposed mobile payment system includes three main processes: Authentication process, Member recognition process, and Payment process. Moreover, Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme ECIES and Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm ECDSA cryptographic protocols have been applied to enhance the security of the proposed mobile payment system. However, the proposed system is secure, easy and straightforward payment process. As well as, USSD technology is used in this system for PIN authentication process with high security performance.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile payment is defined as payment for products or services between two parties for which a mobile device, such as a mobile phone, plays a key role in the realization of the payment [1] . Nowadays mobile phones are spreading widely through social communities, and becoming a replacement for laptops and desktop PCs. The user demands for convenient and intelligent ways in which to make payments for goods and services using a mobile phone is creating exciting opportunities for those organizations that are part of the mobile payment ecosystem [2] . However, Mobile payments facing critical security issues with the rise of identity fraud, and illegal access to confidential data, such as credit card details. Furthermore, the cryptanalysis and attacking, protocols speed, and performance evaluation are the core elements in building a secure mobile payment system. Therefore, this paper focuses its attention on these concerns by presenting a mobile payment which is based on public key cryptography. The assessment of security for the proposed mobile system is based on the strength of proposed cryptographic algorithm, the selected key size, the performance and the speed of the proposed system. This approach is rather a replacement or a merge for classical way to pay using credit card and the current mobile payment methods.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Cryptography
Cryptography is a cornerstone of the modern electronic security technologies used today to protect valuable information resources on intranets, extranets, and the Internet. Cryptography is the science of providing security for information [3] . Cryptography have many algorithms that can be categorized into two main types based on the nature of key, namely secret and public keys. The secret key or non-public key cryptosystem only need one key(secret key) to encrypt and decrypt the data between the sender and the recipient, while public-key cryptosystems comes in more difficult approach, it th International Conference on Information Technology doi:10.15849/icit.2015.0055 © ICIT 2015 (http://icit.zuj.edu.jo/ICIT15) consists of two keys, the public key which is used to encrypt the data and private key for decryption . Public key based on key exchange protocol rises above the difficulties faces by the secret key cryptosystem. This is because key management is much easier with the help of a key exchange protocol such as Diffe-Hellman [4] .
B. RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adelman) protocol The RSA protocol [5] is one of most widely used public key cryptography algorithms. The algorithm was invented in 1977 by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman. The RSA algorithm relays on large integers and prime testing, its mathematical basis is the Euler theorem, the security of RSA depends on the difficulty of factoring larger integer [6] . However, RSA have many disadvantages, and with time passing its being replaced with more efficient algorithms, the following are some disadvantages of RSA cryptosystem [6] :
 Fake public key.  Complexity of key creation.  Security need to be proofed.  Slow of the speed.
C. RSA Digital Signature (RSA DS)
In the RSA algorithm for encryption and decryption process uses public key to encrypt and private key to decrypt as mentioned previously. The RSA Digital Signature (RSA DS) uses the private key to generate a signature and the public key is used to verify that signature [6] .
D. ECC Cryptography
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) nowadays having a lot of attention, due to its small key size for encryption, decryption and digital signature, beside entered a wide use in 2004 and 2005. ECC was discovered by Nael Koblitz [7] , and Victor S.Miller [8] . The ECC schemes are public-key mechanisms that provide the same functionality as RSA schemes. However, their security is based on the hardness of a different problem, namely the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithmic Problem (ECDLP) [9] . The adoption for ECC makes it a competitive to RSA, since it can reach the same security level with smaller key size, smaller key size means less computation time and high performance speed. ECC can be used in variuous areas, as encryption algorithm like ECIES which is a replaceble for RSA cryptosystem, or key exchange protocol such as ECDH, or as a digital signature such as ECDSA which recently being used intensively through the internet to provide integrity and non repudation for messages. Elliptic curve protocols depend on ECDLP, which it is assumed that finding the discrete logarithm of a random elliptic curve element with respect to a publicly known base point is infeasible.
E. ECIES cryptosystem
One of the most efficient encryption and decryption based on elliptic curve is ECIES. ECIES is a public-key cryptosystem [10] . ECIES proposed by Abdalla, Bellare, and Rogway in [11] and [12] . As its name properly indicates, ECIES is an integrated encryption scheme which uses the following functions [10] : 
F. Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)
The ECDSA is a variant of the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) that operates on elliptic curve groups, for sending a signed message from A to B, both have to agree up on Elliptic Curve domain parameters. The domain parameters are defined in section Elliptic Curve Domain parameters. Sender 'A' have a key pair consisting of a private key dA (a randomly selected integer less than n, where n is the order of the curve, an elliptic curve domain parameter) and a public key QA = dA * G (G is the generator point, an elliptic curve domain parameter) [3] .
G. Identity-Based Cryptography (IBC)
The identity based concept depends on user's identifier information, such as phone number, e-mail, IP address etc., which replaces the digital certificates and to use public key for encryption or signature verification. Thus, this reduces the cost dramatically for establishing and managing the public key authentication framework known as Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [13] . However, IBC facing major challenges as the following:  Key ESCROW problem.  Authentication is not sufficient.  No support for certificates.
H. End to end encryption (E2EE)
The E2EE is a concept used to secure data on flight from one device to another, in a pure networking it means to secure data between two endpoints unlike the client-server architecture. Figure 2 shows one of the variants E2EE namely POS to Acquirer Encryption (P2AE) where data are being encrypted before it being sent to the bank acquirer [14] . 
I. USSD technology
The USSD technology is commonly used in banking, mobile polling, security systems and education, USSD is standard GSM technology supported by all GSM handsets. It is sessionbased and supports longer message content. Secure and costeffective, sessions can be initiated by both end-users and enterprises [15] . USSD messages are more secured than SMS, data are protected when transmitted with default GSM security, and can be categorized into two types: 1. Push messages: Message received to the user that acquires a response. 2. Pull messages: Message initiated by the user by dialing then to acquire response. USSD can be used for security improvements for banks or any other service that requires authentication, such as PIN entrance or one time password for a transaction authentication [16] .
III. MOBILE PAYMENT SYSTEMS
There have been a number of deployments of mobile payments worldwide across the spectrum of proximity and remote payment. The following are some of these deployments:
A. A secure mobile payment service (SEMOPS)
Among the popular mobile payments systems, SEMOPS is a mobile payment solution that is capable of supporting micro, mini payments, and a universal solution, being able to function in any channel, including mobile, Internet and Point of Sale (POS), SEMOPS depends on securing transaction data by using RSA cryptosystem [17] . However, SEMOPS uses data center to control the flow of data, which requires many cooperate processes with different mobile operators and banks to accept the transaction. Thus, making it a much higher cost.
B. Google Wallet
Google Wallet is a popular mobile payment system developed by Google that allows users to store different payment cards in their mobile phones, Google Wallet uses NFC-technology to initiate payments on any pay-pass terminal at checkout [18] . NFC-technology is provided by verifone, and also provide E2EE protecting customer confidential data on transmittion.
C. Heartland mobile payment
Heartland apprach the same as in google wallet, both requires an NFC, and a wallet at POS, also the payment process steps almost the same. However, Heartland depend on Voltage security which provide an identity-base encryption, which also adopted by others mobile payment systems for E2EE to protect cardholder and sensitive authentication data throughout the payment acquiring (e.g. bank) network [19] .
D. Paybox
Paybox a mobile payment system founded in 1999, Paybox spread in many Europe countries. Paybox Germany bankcentric mobile payment system connects with different banks to authorize mobile payments through customer bank accounts [20] . Paybox McDonalds in France have the same approach as in Google wallet, which depend on VeriFone, as part of its security is VeriShield, VeriShield provides robust security by protecting mobile payment transaction details on POS at rest or transmit through E2EE between merchant and payment processor or bank which uses RSA PKI relies on digital certificates as well as public and private cryptographic keys to secure information exchange, the unencrypted data will never exposed to thieves [21] .
E. ECC for securing payment system
This mobile payment system is based on ECC cryptography, the Diffie-Hellmann key exchange protocol DHKEP is implemented by sending the public key of each party over insecure channel, also digital signature is used for authentication. The Cryptographic application used covers one of the mobile payment security requirements framework elements, namely: the application service provider which guarantees a secure end-to-end Communication and nonrepudiation [22] . However, Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman ECDH protocol lacks authentication. Thus, digital signature algorithm is used to overcome this issue.
F. Mobile payment method based on RSA
This system is based on RSA cryptosystem, also adopt SMS technology for PIN entrance [23] . However, RSA as mentioned previsoulsy facing many problems. Furethermore, SMS technology also facing problems related to security such as Identity fraud and man in the middle attacks.
G. Challenges facing current mobile payments
Mobile payments systems facing many challenges as mentioned previously, the main challenges can be classified as the following:
 Security : a. Cryptographic services lacks efficiency, and authentications needed. b. Vulnerability of many attacks, such as identity fraud or man in the middle attacks.  Low supported phones: Low support of applied technologies such as NFC.  Extra hardware or software for the customer.
IV. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed secured mobile payment system (SMPS) mainly divided into three process, these are:
1. Authentication Process. 
A. Authentication (Getting Service) Prcoess
The first process in the proposed system is the authentication process, where the bank, mobile operator takes the main role in this process, before the client can be able to use this service, the client must first register. As illustrated in Figure 3 step 1 the client meet with the bank employee and request the service, the bank employee checks if the client did provide the mobile phone number that he or she will use at the time of payment, if the number was not provided through their account, the bank employee will ask for it. As shown in Figure  3 step 2 the bank should acknowledge the mobile operator to authorize this service through sending the customer information. The mobile operator will respond with a notification message to the client of a successful registration after approving this service as show in Figure 3 step 3. The bank will complete the registration by giving the client the PIN as shown in Figure 3 step 4. Following these four steps the bank will generate a computed ECIES public-key Bpu1, and private-key Bpv1, also a computed ECDSA public-key Bpu2, and private-key Bpr2 (refer to Figure 3 step 5) and then pass the two public keys Bpk1, and Bpk2 to the market server (refer to Figure 3 step 6) . Following that the market will generate a computed ECIES public-key Mpu1, and private-key Mpr1, also a computed ECDSA public-key Mpu2, and privateMpr2 (refer to Figure 3 step 7) and then pass the two public keys Mpu1, Mpu2 to the bank (refer to Figure 3 step 8) . At this stage the customer can shop in the market and pay through the mobile payment service.
B. Client recognition process
When the client enters the market for shopping ( figure 4 step  1) , the market server should test the customer either registered to the service or not ( figure 4 step 2 and 3) . If so a notification message will be sent to acknowledge that he or she can pay through the mobile payment service ( figure 4 step 4) . Otherwise, the customer will be ignored ( figure 4 step 5) .
C. Payment process
The final process in the proposed system is the payment process. The payment process divided into two phases, these are the payment phase and the payment confirmation phase.
 Payment phase:
The payment process starts when the client would like to buy via mobile phone. First, the client have the choice to pay through mobile phone, Credit Card, or in cash as shown in figure 5 step1. At this stage if the client chooses the mobile payment, the client must pass the mobile phone number to the merchant to start processing the payment (figure 5). After that the following steps will be implemented securely, the customer membership will be checked through market server ( Figure 5 step 2) . If the client was a member, then the following steps will take place. The market server should contact the bank to provide the client information and the market information, the client information includes the amount to pay, and mobile phone number, while the market information includes the market ID and password, meanwhile the bank should make sure that the amount is available as shown in figure 5 step3. Therefore, the ECIES, and ECDSA algorithms are implemented to encrypt and authenticate the customer information alongside the market information, this can be done using the bank public keys (Bpu1) to ciphertext (encrypted text) and using the merchant private key (Mpr2) to generate a signature. After that all these information will be sent to the bank. When the bank receives the ciphertext (encrypted text) two cases will be implemented. First, the ECIES is implemented to decrypt the data using bank private key (Bpr1), secondly the ECDSA is implemented to verify the signature using merchant public key (Mpu2) as shown in figure 5 step 4. After a successful implementation for the previous two cases the bank tests for valid amount and also checks for valid merchant ID and password as illustrated in figure 5 step 5, then upon successful checking process the bank should send the result to the mobile operator. After that, if the amount is valid as shown in figure 5 step 6 the mobile operator sends a USSD message to the client for payment confirmation, the client should respond to the message with the PIN as shown in figure 5 step 7 and 8. In figure 5 step 9 shows the deduction of the amount from the mobile operator to the bank.
 Payment Confirmation phase:
Following the payment phase it comes the payment confirmation phase in the payment process as shown in figure  6 . This phase start through sending a report confirming that the payment process is executed successfully from the bank to 6 step1) . This report is encrypted by implementing the ECIES algorithm using the merchant server public-key (Mpu1), and signed using the bank privatekey (Bpr2).
D. The advantages of the proposed system :
The following are main advantages of the proposed system:  Secured under theft, the PIN is secured using GSM channel through USSD push message. USSD does not store messages in the phone like SMS which rises the risk of fraud. Furthermore, it's secured from Man in the Middle attacks.  Provide high security level with high performance using ECIES and ECDSA applied on end-to-end encryption between merchant and the bank.
The market server receives the encrypted report and decrypt it by applying the ECIES algorithm using the market private-key (Mpr1) and verify signature using the bank public-key (Bpu2) as shown in figure 6 step 2. At this stage, the bank sends an operation success notification to the mobile operator (figure 6 step 3). Lastly, the mobile operator sends an operation success message to the client ( figure 6 step 4) .
 No extra hardware or software needed for the customer in order to use the service.  Wide range support of mobile phones, classical and smart ones.  Easy and straightforward payment experience for customers.  A replacement for the traditional credit card payments. [24] . The implementation includes keys generation process and encryption, decryption processes and sign, verify processes. Figure 7 shows the computation time for RSA and RSA DS keys generation of length 1024-bit, 2048-bit, and 3072-bit with ECIES and ECDSA keys of length 160-bit, 224-bit and 256-bit corresponding to symmetric security level of 80-bit, 112-bit, and 128-bit, the simulation shows a faster keys generation for ECIES and ECDSA. ECIES and ECDSA public keys is a point on the curve, and the private keys are generated randomly, this gives them an advantage for generating both keys in a very short time. Figure 8 shows the computation time for encryption and decryption processes for RSA-1024, RSA-2048, and RSA-3072 keys and figure 9 shows encryption and decryption processes for ECIES-160, ECIES-224, and ECIES-256 keys, the simulation shows relatively faster encryption and decryption for ECIES, because ECIES relying on the hardness of the discrete logarithm problem in elliptic curve groups. It consumes low computation time for encryption and decryption and uses small key size. Figure 12 Performance evaluation 2.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper shows the possibility of establishing mobile payment system based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography. The security issue of the system depends on the hardness of elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem. Elliptic curve cryptography is actually adopted to its efficiency and requires small key size comparing to RSA cryptosystem with the same security level. This system is considered as an alternative method to displace the current traditional payment systems, in order to insure the security and confidentiality issues. As well as, the propose system needs minimum requirements such as; mobile phone, mobile operator, and market server.
